
Support Training

Setting up a Free Marketing Website

The future is now.  The robots are taking over... your jobs.  I really am sorry about

that.  (I feel partly responsible, having coded them and all...)  Automation is a good

thing though, so sit back, relax, and watch while the robots do the hard work for

you.

You will still need to get the account primed.  The free sites will usually start as

Social Media only accounts, so change the account type to ZSERIES, go under

upgrades and say upgrade to ZSERIES account, and then say Setup ZSERIES

account.  The usual stuff.  We basically just need to get them access to a 1.0

admin with a design studio 2.0 button.  Now before we go any further, I think it's

time for some warnings;

1. DO NOT log in to another account while the automation is in progress.  It will

overwrite the data of that account if you do.  Like- don't even answer the phone

while this is going unless you've got a second browser installed.  Once this starts

there is no pause button.

Sorry in advance...
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2. NEVER click the back button.  Data may be written twice if you do.

3. DO NOT use this automated process if they are NOT getting a site for the first

time.  If you use this to UGRADEclients to a free site, it WILL overwrite things like

the about page, navigation menu, and seo title and description tags among other

things.  You will end up losing more time recovering all that data than you saved

using the process.

4. DO NOT start this process unless you are logged in to a NEW free site account. 

This process is not set up to configure any other account types.

5. MAKE SURE you have saved the My Profile section with all pertinent

information prior to starting this process.  (Name, company name, and phone

number.)

6. Lastly, PLEASE read over these warnings once more.  They really are very

important.  I don't want to be blamed if you break something because you can't

follow directions.

Now for the process

Priming the Account:

-  Make sure the account is set up as a website account, and not a marketing

account.

-  Log in to their 1.0 admin.  This will not be possible without first completing step

1.

-  Go to My Profile and enter in any information from their Teamwork account

details.

-  Save My Profile.  DO NOT log out of their admin.

The Actual Process:

-  Go to the LinkU Tools menu.

-  Click on Free Site Automation.

-  Click on "Now Completely Automated!"

-  Go find a color that matches their logo and enter a hex code.

-  Click next.

-  Wait.....

-  Once you hear Fox McCloud say "Mission Complete" then you are needed for

the next step.



-  Click Browse, or drag and drop the agent photo and logo.  The same filename

restrictions apply as in the Design Studio.

-  Click upload for each file, and select for each file.  They will open in new

windows, so you can just close them.  (Four in total.)

Post-Processing:

-  This process uses the DEFAULT CONFIGURATION for the search and featured

pages.  (IDX search page with no search link, and featured page with no properties

entered.  The request/notes will say what their search preference is.  You will need

to modify these links to match their custom preferences, and maybe even send

them IDX paperwork or sign in to their MLS account for board provided links.  If

nothing is stated, simply use the Send IDX Request button on the main free site

automation page, (before the big red button,) or ask the project manager. 

Probably ask the project manager regardless.

Hopefully I haven't doomed us all and cursed us to cut hours, but I suppose only

time will tell in that regard.  Enjoy the robots as slaves to our bidding for as long as

that lasts.  Let me know if anything breaks.
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